NOMADEEC BRINGS HOLOLENS BREAKTHROUGH TELEMEDICINE TECHNOLOGY TO CES 2018 IN COLLABORATION WITH HOLOFORGE

Nomadeec to host live demonstrations with trained medical professionals of its new mixed reality and mobile telemedicine platform technology for healthcare practitioners at CES 2018.

Bordeaux, France, December 12, 2017 – Exelus, a leader in the development of telemedicine solutions, is proud to announce that it will showcase its groundbreaking telemedicine platform using innovative HoloLens technology in Las Vegas at CES 2018, from January 9 to January 12. The mixed reality telemedicine application was co-designed and co-developed in partnership with holographic expert Holoforge to support Exelus’ revolutionary mobile platform Nomadeec which empowers field practitioners and reveals the future of telemedicine. Nomadeec is an integrated and reliable solution that provides healthcare professionals with exceptional capabilities, allowing them to focus on what matters: saving lives. At CES, Nomadeec will offer real life situation demos, providing insights into how in field practitioners can apply mixed reality to patient management.

For the first time in the world, EMTs and paramedics can seamlessly respond hands free to incidents thanks to the Microsoft HoloLens, with the ability to diagnose and respond remotely. Watch Nomadeec CES trailer “Future of Telemedicine” below for a visual illustration of Nomadeec’s augmented reality capabilities.

NOMADEEC VIDEO - #FUTURETELEMEDICINE
Nomadeec is a comprehensive mobile diagnostic and telemedicine platform focused on delivering the most accurate information as fast as possible. With a vast range of customizable assessment modules, the responder is quickly able to deliver exhaustive and accurate onsite triage. In field practitioners also have the ability to consult with physicians in real time making sure that a streamlined experience is provided from the moment the patient is cared for, until the time the patient arrives at the hospital. Nomadeec is compatible with a wide array of wireless diagnostic devices and can support up to 10+ connected bluetooth devices at a time

NOMADEEC KEY FEATURES

• CUSTOMIZABLE
  The Nomadeec Mobile and web App offer a large range of customizable modules allowing to set up a comprehensive patient assessment or clinical exam.

• COMPATIBLE
  Nomadeec is compatible with all Android, Apple and Windows tablets and smartphones. Connectivity with 10+ wireless Bluetooth professional medical devices from manufacturers approved by leading health care professionals.

• CONNECTED
  Nomadeec is easily Interoperable with an API that supports most Medical Software. Intuitive mobile App featuring version suitable for different Primary Care profiles. Mobile connectivity (WIFI, 3G/4G, Satellite) for tele-transmission and tele-consultation. A Robust 100% secure platform, meeting regulation standards for personal health data storage.

Explore the future of telemedicine with the team from Nomadeec at CES 2018 in the Health & Wellness market place, located at Sands Expo, Tech West, Level 2, Halls A-D Venetian Booth # 43852. Members of the press interested in scheduling a live demo can contact directly damien@homerunpr.com.

Nomadeec Press Kit available here
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###
About Exelus
Exelus is the European leader in emergency telemedicine generating new ways to streamline mobile patient care. Its innovative technology platform Nomadeec was created by an emergency physician and a UX expert engineer, to provide medical technologies and services that are shaping a new age of patient care. We leverage new technologies and telemedicine, in collaboration with healthcare leaders, to develop a successful shift to sustainable healthcare systems.

About Nomadeec
The first emergency telemedicine platform for nursing homes and out-of-hospital care facilities. Comprehensive, reliable, high-performance and integrated, Nomadeec is the ideal solution for seamless communication between on-duty staff (nurses, care assistants, night watchmen, etc.) and medical care coordination services in an emergency and distant-care context.
More info. www.nomadeec.com, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Youtube.

About Holoforge Interactive
Holoforge Interactive is Asobo Studio Holographic B2B branch, creating holographic applications for industry & services. With five years of experience working with HoloLens, the studio has more expertise with mixed reality than any other agency. With a roster of many world-class clients and POC, we are the international benchmark agency in the field of mixed reality. The team created 3 out of the 7 launch titles for Microsoft HoloLens Development Edition: our holographic games and application (Fragments, Young Conker & HoloTour) are now available on the Windows store for all HoloLens owners. Holoforge interactive offers concrete and innovative answers to problems posed by major companies, by tailoring holographic solutions to their specific needs: training, maintenance, economies of scale, energy savings, employee performances, coworking... Our experts already put their art of tech to serve major global players such as ArevaNP, Naval Group, Thales, VINCI Autoroutes, UPSA... and many other industries & services (health, aeronautic, automotive, energy, entertainment, real estate, dataviz...)
All our news on holoforge.io, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn